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The pandemic was a business-altering event across industries and as we all know, many
companies were hit especially hard. For leaders that are looking to future-proof their
business, identify new revenue streams, and take advantage of technology to drive
operational efficiency, servitization and equipmentization provide a timely and strategic path
forward. Especially when considering that 

New service offerings to generate incremental revenue or recover lost revenue
Moving to the cloud to support unique emerging business models
Digital transformation as a roadmap for long term success
ERP upgrades to improve operations, customer satisfaction, and revenue

with a key insight being C-suite leadership priorities have shifted directly as a result of 2020
volatility. In particular, leaders are now more focused on an approach for:

The purpose of this guide is to help business leaders better understand what servitization is,
how to potentially apply it to their business, and which technologies are critical for
implementing it successfully across an organization. 

Keep in mind this guide will focus on CRM and ERP centric applications related to servitization
success, which we call Servitization on Salesforce (SoS). We understand there are additional
technologies for leaders to explore that are outside the scope of this guide.

70%
70% say their success
metrics have changed 64% 64% say they've taken on

new responsibilities at work

Salesforce conducted a global survey of 750 companies (source)
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https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/industries/manufacturing/MFG_Report_Final%20Version.pdf


More specifically, servitization is the nexus between hardware-centric companies providing value
added services over pieces of equipment and service providers leveraging specialized hardware
for better service delivery. Both business types need a nimble and scalable platform to have full
control of the physical hardware they provide to their customers to successfully support these
approaches.

Notice the interesting two way street that servitization provides—for service companies to
expand further into the value chain via hardware or “equipmentization” and hardware companies
to expand into new service offerings. To illustrate the point further:

What is Servitization?
Servitization is the process of
building new revenue streams
from services.

Servitization

Benefits 
Growth in revenue and profit

Increased product innovation

Higher customer satisfaction and loyalty

More sustainable operations with a lower
carbon footprint
Reduced IT burden through technology
efficiencies
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Equipmentization

Adding basic services such as goods and

spare parts

Intermediate services including product

repairs, maintenance, overhauls, helpdesks,

training, condition monitoring

Advanced services like customer support

agreements, product leasing, and outcome

based contracts

Improving service delivery through basic

hardware offerings such as onsite mobile

devices and tablets

Implementing more advanced hardware such

as smart terminals, POS systems, and kiosks

Specialized hardware in highly regulated

industries such as patient intake at hospitals

and clinics.



C-suite leadership may lack expertise running a services line of business, which is out
of their comfort zone.
Managers may need additional training on how best to implement servitization or new
onsite equipment.

New services and equipment require new types of employees. Whether it be hiring
salespeople, customer service, IT or operations workers with new skill sets, there is a
significant need to expand how companies recruit, train, and onboard employees.
With new employee roles comes new compensation plans, updating HR policies and
handbooks, etc.

Servitization typically involves a recurring revenue business model, which has
implications for finance and accounting teams.
New technologies must be evaluated, implemented, and managed to support long term
customer relationships vs transactional sales tracking.

While adding new services and hardware for delivery have many benefits, they absolutely come
with potential short term challenges. However, in a post-pandemic world many leaders have
decided the mid to long term benefits greatly outweigh the short term inconveniences.

What are some of the challenges that lie ahead when considering servitization and
equipmentization? They include:

Leadership

Human Resources

Operations

Implications for Management
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As companies look to add new business models
like servitization and better service delivery
through equipmentization, we provide features
that extend the value of Salesforce technology
for sales and service use cases which are well
suited for the challenge.

15 years ago Ascent Solutions made the
strategic decision to become a Salesforce ISV
partner and ever since Ascent has been building
apps and industry solutions that extend
Salesforce to connect the front and back office
functions for ERP, inventory, order management,
demand planning, and reverse logistics. A
flexible, cloud-based toolkit is ideal for
companies that are reshaping a business as it
puts customers, agility, and scale at the center of
the business process.

Salesforce is an industry leader in CRM quickly
approaching $20 billion in annual revenue
because of it’s cloud-based technology,
subscription model, and customer-centric
approach. Salesforce’s philosophy of “Customer
360” has truly shaped its product roadmap, tools,
and apps over the last twenty years and is ideally
suited for companies looking to adopt
servitization. 

In fact, one of Salesforce’s best kept secrets is it
provides capability for companies to connect
their front office (CRM) with back office
operations (inventory, orders, finance, accounting,
warehouse) through a combination of Salesforce
and partner apps on the AppExchange. 

In this section of the guide, we propose a
technology-based solution to consider that will
minimize risk and provide a flexible, extensible,
sustainable, and transparent approach to
servitization. We call it Servitization on
Salesforce (SoS), which is made possible by
Ascent Solutions 100% native apps, solutions,
and integrations on Salesforce.

That’s where we come in. Ascent Solutions is a team of distribution and manufacturing
technology enthusiasts that understand the term “ERP” is often oversold and under delivered.
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Furthermore, as companies adopt new business
models and technologies, an increasingly common
outcome is the ability to reduce carbon emissions
through a more sustainable supply chain process.
See this article from the World Economic Forum
for sustainable success stories and the benefits of
achieving a more circular economy.

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/04/embracing-technology-as-a-service-will-fuel-the-circular-economy-here-s-how/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/04/embracing-technology-as-a-service-will-fuel-the-circular-economy-here-s-how/


Work Orders 
 

From product inspection, installation to
equipment maintenance or repair and other
types of service requests, while tracking labor,
parts consumptions to invoices. Enable users
to create and manage work orders for field
service operations, view knowledge articles,
and track SLA compliance with milestones.

Use Cases for Ascent Solutions + Salesforce
Ascent Solutions extends the power of Salesforce with features that enable customers to gain a 360
degree view of their operations which is tailor made for servitization and equipmentization use cases.

Demand Planning
 

Utilize the Master Planner to monitor real
time demand from minimum on hand stock
by location and orders fulfillment
requirements. Receive proper replenishment
guidance to quickly create purchase and
production work orders.

Purchasing Management
 

Create purchase orders to meet stock levels,
as well as current and forecasted demand.
Drop ship directly to your customer. Select
the right supplier based on price and product
availability. Receive to a specific location or
lot to automatically adjust inventory and
establish the cost of goods sold.

Serial and Lot Management
 

Monitor inventory by serial, lot and batch to
track expiration dates or coordinate quality
control for medical supplies, food products
or other regulated industrial items. Full
lifecycle serial and lot tracking history from
receipt to fulfillment, including tracking
assets at customer locations and reverse
logistics by serial and lot.

Reverse Logistics
 

Simplify complex reverse logistics processes
including returns from customers and returns
to vendors. Returns, swaps and replacement
orders are all possible plus access warranty
information for decision making, while
enabling users to return products or materials
to their final destinations.

Financials & Accounting
 

Allow users to manage and track financial journals
that record the impact of all inventory movements.
These journal entries can be exported or directly
integrated into the accounting platform for real
time end-to-end lead to cash management. Full
customer payment cash matching and Accounts
Receivable (A/R) management can be done on the
Salesforce platform and integrated into the
accounting system, or done in the accounting
system and shown in Ascent for a full customer
360 degree view of customer account financials.
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“We selected AscentERP to be a core part of the ecosystem to handle inventory
management and act as an entry-point - and gateway - to our accounting system. We
had an aggressive timeline that the team over at Ascent was able to step up and help us
meet. Ascent helped our business transition paper processes to ones that would work
best for Xenial.”

- Director of Information Systems, Xenial

Xenial is a leading provider of integrated restaurant technology to the largest fast service brands.
Xenial looked to Salesforce to shape better quick service restaurant and food service experiences
through the power of Force.com technology.

Xenial needed an inventory management system, warehouse operations and supply chain
solutions that would integrate and improve its sales and support groups in their inbound call
center. Incoming calls makes up the majority of their business interaction with their installed base
of restaurants. Improving their service and integrating diverse systems on one platform and they
looked to Force.com and seamlessly tied to both Sales and Service Cloud.

Xenial used Ascent Solutions and the Salesforce
Platform to consolidate Sales, Support and Service
clouds to deliver an operational hub. The integrated
solution allowed opportunities with products and
price books to seamlessly be converted to Ascent
Sales Orders. New sales and a custom Visualforce
interface, created by Xenial using AscentERP’s API
tools, the much larger volume of add-on and
replacement are easily and efficiently created directly
from the Service Console. 

As a relatively sophisticated Salesforce customer,
Xenial was able to work with Ascent APIs and objects
to take the platform even further and wrap our
business process around it.

Real World Example with Xenial
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A final thought to consider as you determine the best approach to future-proof your business. The
pandemic has clearly shown us that inaction on exploring new business models and innovations
can be dangerous for the viability of a business. Now is the time to embrace smart change and
create a new path forward to be included in the next generation of successful companies.

More information about Ascent Solutions is available on our website and Salesforce AppExchange:
Ascent ERP, Ascent IM, Ascent OM, Label Anything, and Rental or email us at info@ascenterp.com.

Final Thought

Contact Us

Tel: 908-981-0150

Website: www.ascenterp.com
Address: 50 Division Street, Suite 203. 

Somerville, NJ 08876

Material discussed is meant to provide general information and should not be acted on without

professional advice tailored to your needs. © 2021 Ascent Solutions. All rights reserved.
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http://www.ascenterp.com/solutions
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N300000016YVDEA2
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FMts0UAD
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FMts5UAD
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000EcstTUAR
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N30000008ZDH5EAO
mailto:info@ascenterp.com
https://ascenterp.com/

